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TNW launches their own Softlanding Program in
Amsterdam

After 17 years of connecting tech enthusiasts worldwide with events, media, and innovation

advisory services, TNW is launching their own Softlanding Amsterdam Program in the heart of

Europe.

Amsterdam NL, 26th September 2022 - The Next Web (TNW), creators of Europe’s

leading tech festival, announced a new initiative to bring the top international scale-ups from

around the world to expand their business in Amsterdam and Europe. TNW provides all the

tools necessary for companies' to achieve their expansion goals.

After years of connecting startups and corporates, as well as organizing conferences for 20,000

attendees annually, TNW’s Softlanding Amsterdam Program's first cohort is now open for

applications.

The startups in the program will receive:
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Startup Visa support.

Support on legal, banking, housing, insurance, hiring, and more.

Industry experts to advise on your expansion roadmap in Europe.&nbsp;

Dedicated Softlanding Office at TNW Spaces, with a community of peers and supporting

actors in one of the most lively communities in the country.

Ability to leverage TNW’s vast network of corporates, founders, and investors to gain

business, investment, and advice.

Much much more.

“We believe Amsterdam has a great attraction to startups all over the world.
With our well-connected tech hub, startup visa and experience in other
regions, we have the ingredients in-house to catapult international startups via
Amsterdam into the European market.”
— Arno Nijhof, Head of Programs Delivery, TNW

The deadline to apply for the first cohort is the 21st October, 2022. For more information about

the program, you can visit the website to find out more or apply directly.

About The Next Web
The Next Web, a Financial Times Company, is a global super-connector for startups, scale-ups,

corporations, governments and investors worldwide. Based in Amsterdam since 2006, TNW

aims to inform, inspire, and connect people who love technology through year-round

conferences and events, media, innovation programs, and co-working spaces.
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